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Why Milan
Is more than just a city of a thousand faces and a thousand facets, more than just the birthplace of masterpieces and geniuses, more
than just a living museum brimming with famous monuments. The city actually embodies a whole life style and thus a special way of
working, creating, and indeed conceiving life itself. Milan is everybody’s city; here the personality and soul of its inhabitants emerge
clearly and fully delineated. Here it is easier to appreciate the artistic beauty and treasures the city conceals within its deepest intimacy. It
seems as though there is a Romanesque bell tower soaring at every corner and that every single church, however tiny, preserves some
little known treasures of art, so that we may appreciate the “other Milan” even more than the most familiar to us from monuments and
picture postcards. Milan’s position, in the middle of the Po river valley, makes it an ideal starting point for visits to the Alpine lakes: Lake
Maggiore and Lake Como as well as to the eastern part of the Veneto region.

Arrival

MILAN AIRPORT
Upon arrival into Milan Malpensa or Linate Airport
(MXP - LIN APT) guests will take their own luggage off
the luggage carousel (to make sure everybody identifies
own respective bag).
After collecting luggage and clearing customs, guests will
proceed outside the terminal where Gastaldi Global Travel
fully licensed travel staff will meet&greet them holding
appropriate identification signage and take guests to the
awaiting private transportation outside the terminal.
Private group transfer to Milan hotel will be operated by
deluxe transportation.

Milan Airport

MILAN MALPENSA AIRPORT
Milan Malpensa is the intercontinental airport of Milan.
With its wide range of destinations throughout the world,
it is the main hub of northern Italy. Malpensa operates
with two passenger terminals (Malpensa Terminal 1 and
Malpensa Terminal 2) and a cargo terminal (Malpensa
Cargo).
Find your way around Terminals 1 and 2 of Milan
Malpensa airport with the official SEA maps.
Getting to Milan Malpensa airport is really easy! The
most important international airport in northern Italy is
easily accessible by car, bus or train. After having chosen
your means of transport, it is easy to find the fastest
route to get to the airport. Because a good trip begins
long before take off.
To transfer from Terminal 1 to Terminal 2 and vice versa
there is a free shuttle running 24 hours a day. The service
is approx. every 7 minutes from 06.00 a.m. to 23.30 p.m.
and approx. every 30 minutes from 23.00p.m. to 06.00
a.m.
Approximate transfer frame from MXP APT to Hotel in
Milan downtown: 1 hour 15 minutes (Please consider a
further 45 minutes approx for custom clearance &
registered luggage collection)

Milan Airport

MILAN LINATE AIRPORT
Milano Linate Airport, named after Enrico Forlanini, is the
city airport of Milan. It has a wide range of domestic and
short and medium range international flights.
This is the City Airport of Milan. It is just 7 km from
downtown. A veritable “living room” in the heart of the
city, full of services, practical, convenient and easy to
reach by road or public transport. This section will help
you to plan your airport journey.
Approximate transfer frame from LIN APT to Hotel in
Milan downtown: 30 minutes (Please consider a further
40 minutes approx for custom clearance & registered
luggage collection)

Milan Airport

HOSPITALITY DESK AT HOTEL
We suggest local professional staff to man a hospitality
desk at the hotel, and assist guests for any need and
requirement throughout the whole program – considering
90 guests attending we suggest, at least, 1 local staff.

CHECK-IN AT HOTEL
As a general rule check-in is never guaranteed before
02h00/03h00pm
By Italian legislation hotels must register each guest’s
passport details.
To avoid having to collect all passports upon arrival at
the hotel, the majority of hotels accept a passport list
instead showing the following details:
Guest’s name and surname, Date and place of birth,
Nationality, Passport number, Place and date of issue.
Passport List (together with the rooming list) should be
sent approx. 45 days prior to group’s arrival.

Welcome

Tours

HALF DAY MILAN CITY TOUR
Guests will have the chance to see the Castello Sforzesco
(from outside) a huge and majestic brick quadrilateral,
once belonging to the Sforza family who constructed it
on the site of a former castle built in 1368. The visit
proceeds to La Scala Theatre (from outside), the most
famous opera house in the world, where Toscanini
directed operas by Donizetti, Puccini and Verdi. La Scala
is located very close to the Galleria, known as “ Milan's
living room”!
Last but not least, guests will finally reach Milan’s
majestic Gothic cathedral: the Duomo, among the largest
Churches in the world. Its pink marbles, bell towers,
pinnacles, gables and statues create a most striking
ensemble of particular beauty, hard to forget.

 Duration: approx 3 hours
 Daily AM or PM
 Extensive walking

Milan tour

TOUR ENHANCEMENT :

ITALIAN STYLE APERITIF IN THE CITY CENTER
Enjoy the stunning Milan Cathedral view while sipping
an Italian aperitif!
Milan is also known as the capital of the Italian aperitif.
The aim of the “aperitivo” is to have a pre dinner drink
meant to “open” the palate and give people a chance to
socialize and relax after a long day at work. The aperitivo
is nowadays in Italy a life style, a real habit above all
among young people.
The aperitif, which can be made of alcoholic or no
alcoholic drinks, is usually served with hot and cold
snacks. Definitely recommended if in Milan!
 Duration: approx 2 hours
 Daily PM

Milan activity

HALF DAY DUOMO & GALLERY TERRACES
See Milan from a different view-point!
This tour will give you the opportunity to admire two
most celebrated symbols of the city from behind the
scenes.
Start your journey and climb to the Duomo terraces that
will allow you to enjoy a view over the city and the Alps
when the weather is fine. The Duomo is the church that
symbolizes the entire city and Italy's most significant
testimony of International gothic architecture.
Continue walk over the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II to
admire the stunning rooftops of the famous Galleria and
the Milan’s skyline. You'll be able to see the Duomo spires
up close and enjoy breath-taking views of Milan.
 Duration: approx. 3 hrs
 Daily AM or PM
 Compulsory pre-reservation for Duomo and Terraces
and headset

Milan tour

LA SCALA THEATRE MUSEUM & DUOMO
TERRACES
This tour will give you the opportunity to admire two
most celebrated symbols of the city from behind the
scenes.
Find out what made La Scala Theatre the main Opera
House in the world, admire the auditorium from boxes
and have the possibility to get to know the backstage
machinery during the preparation of a show!
A climb to the Duomo terraces will allow you to enjoy a
view over the city and the Alps when the weather is fine.
The Duomo is the church that symbolizes the entire city
and Italy's most significant testimony of International
gothic architecture.
 Duration: approx 3 hours
 Daily AM or PM
 Visits to Teatro La Scala Museum is subject to the
theatre’s regular activity, thus it may be unavailable if any
rehearsal / exhibition is scheduled.
 Inside visit of the Duomo not included
 Compulsory pre-reservation for the Terraces

Milan tour

LAST SUPPER & ST AMBROGIO BASILICA
As a first stunning experience you will view one of the
world masterpieces: the “Last Supper” painted by
Leonardo da Vinci in 1495. The fresco, is now housed in
the refectory of St. Mary of the Graces’ Monastery, and it
has gone through many restoration works throughout the
years. This fresco shows the moment when Jesus, during
the Last Supper, pronounced the words: "One of you will
betray me". The skill of the maestro is such that the
drama of this particular instant, can be actually felt as if
this scene was actually happening under your eyes.
Next will visit Sant’Ambrogio Basilica one of the best
examples of Lombard-Romanesque style. We will visit this
stark and severe church erected in 386AD by St Ambrose
who then became the patron saint of the city and whose
remains are to be found in the crypt.
 Duration: approx 3 hours
 Daily AM or PM
 Compulsory pre-reservation
.

Milan tour

BRERA GALLERY
Brera is an evocative name, defining this area of Milan
traditionally rich in history, art, and culture; Brera has
always been the beloved area of artists, writers ,
musicians, who used to meet up at the local small cafés,
which later became renowned as "caffé letterari" (literary
cafés). Today the area is still famous among locals and
visitors alike, as Milan’s bohemian district.
You will have the opportunity to visit the world famous
Brera Art Gallery, one of Italy’s finest galleries. Among the
striking art works are three of Italy's finest, greatest
masterpieces:
Andrea
Mantegna's
“Dead
Christ”,
Raffaello’s “Betrothal of the Virgin” and the “Madonna
with Saints“ from Piero della Francesca.
 Duration: approx 3 hours
 Daily AM or PM except on Monday when Brera Art
Gallery is closed
 Compulsory pre-reservation

Milan tour

THE UNEXPECTED ISOLA
Now home to an incredible array creative hubs, over the
past 20 years Isola has developed into one of Milan's most
vibrant enclaves.
While the south and the central districts of Milan are no
doubt the most grandiloquent and notable, its best kept
secret is a district just north of Porta Garibaldi. Isola
(Island) is a post-war neighbourhood where Milan’s factory
workers used to reside. As the name suggests Isola is
isolated from the city, cut off by railways tracks, until now.
A nice promenade through this area will unveil the
treasures hidden here … From the church of Santa Maria
alle Fonti right in the heart of this bohemian district, we
reach Garibaldi station and Porta Nuova, hence the skyscrapers by César Pelli in the Gae Aulenti square, hosting
the very peculiar acoustic - visual artwork by Garutti
 Duration: approx 3 hrs
 Daily AM or PM
 Extensive walking

Milan tour

SAN SIRO MUSEUM
San Siro as you’ve ever seen before: every day you’ll get
the opportunity to visit this legendary structure and
recollect old memories through the Museum of A.c. Milan
and F.c Inter.
San Siro Museum, the first Italian museum inside a Stadium,
tells the story of F.c Inter and A.c. Milan through a
collection of unique memorabilia: authentic shirts, trophies,
football shoes and art objects that have entered into the
legend of soccer, but especially in the generation fans’
heart.
Retrace the real route of the football players, passing from
the mixed zone to the locker rooms of both teams, through
the famous tunnel entrance to the field, at the end of which
you’ll get the most exciting and magical view of the “Scala
del Calcio”.
 Duration: approx 3 hours
 Daily AM or PM
 Compulsory pre-reservation
 Museum is open every day from 9:30 am to 6:00 pm
(non-stop)
 The Museum opening hours and the Stadium tours may
change on match or event days

Milan tour

MILAN by VINTAGE VESPA
Discover Milan by vintage Vespa!
An exciting and easy drive on board the Italian vintage
scooter, allowed to circulate in any street of the city
centre.
Vespa tour will depart from a designated place, where
vintage scooters will be lined up for you. Helmet &
disposable cap will be distributed along with headset
system allowing to easily follow the guide-s commentary
while comfortably seating on vehicles.
 Duration: approx 3 hours
 Daily AM or PM
 Vespas are provided with driver, 1 Vespa for each guest
 Itinerary may include: Scala Theatre, San Babila Square,
Sforza Castle, Brera district, Navigli district

Milan activity

ALFA ROMEO MUSEUM
Alfa Romeo has always relied on great personages and
legendary endeavors, but above all on the excellent and
untiring work of thousands of men and women, blue collar
workers and clerical staff.
In over a century, drivers, mechanics, executives and
students of the company school have written pieces of the
history of Alfa Romeo - sometimes a chapter, sometimes
just a few lines - driven by pride in being part of a great
brand.
Pure form is modelled on utility with a unique style
making its cars immortal. The Alfa Romeo spirit comes to
life in the lines of the best designers and car body
builders.
The Alfa Romeo Museum has been completely renovated
and is even more prestigious. The historical site in Arese
has a new look and will be open to public with a refined
arrangement that reflects Alfa Romeo's distinctive DNA. Six
floors of history binding past, present and future and
complimenting the achievements of an extraordinary
brand, its vehicles, its technology and style.
Guests will visit the museum and on option the tour can
be followed by lunch or dinner.
 Located: Arese, transfer from Milan 40min each way
 Duration: approx 4,5 hours to include r/t transfer from
Milano
 Moderate walking
 Alfa Romeo museum close on Tuesday. From Wednesday
to Monday open from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm

Milan tour

BERGAMO & WINE CASTLE VISIT
Known for its defenses and wealth since the Middle Ages,
Bergamo is one of the most typical Lombard hill towns
located approx 50 km (33 miles) North-East of Milan.
Upon arrival guests will enjoy a beautiful and impressive
walking tour of the town. Walking through the Cittadella
will reach the beautiful Piazza Vecchia in the heart of
town.
We will then reach a magnificent Castle Wine Estate.
Dating back to the Middle Ages. In the mid-1900 the
castle and its vineyards became the property of a noble
family of Milan and is today an important producer of
excellent wine in Northern Italy. Upon arrival will be
taken for an interesting private guided visit featuring the
private Chapel, the Castle main halls and rooms, and the
rooms in the Medieval tower housing an interesting
armor collection and the Wine Cellars.
Optionally a delicious lunch will then be served inside the
castle. Food&wine combination will be scheduled with
wine tasting of locally produced wines. At the end, return
back to hotel.

 Duration: approx. 6/8 hours including transfer from
Milan approx. 1h10 min each way
 Daily AM or PM based on Castle availability
 Largest room seating up to max 45 people

Milan tour

COMO LAKE
Lake Como is the third largest of Northern Italian lakes
and arguably the most fascinating.
From the hotel, proceed via private transportation to the
charming little town of Como, after which comes the lake’s
name. Como is situated at the south end of Lake, and is
the center of an active silk industry.
Once arrived in Como, the tour continues by private
motor-boat for a fascinating cruise on the lake to the
small charming village of Bellagio, also known as the
pearl of Lake Como.
Bellagio occupies a magnificent site on a promontory
dividing Lake Lecco from the south branch of Lake Como
and offers tourist walks, views, villas and gardens.
Lunch will be served at a local restaurant in Como lake
area
After lunch continue the cruise on the lake back to Como
and proceed by private land transportation to Milan.
 Duration: approx 8 hrs
 Private motor-boat transfer on the lake
 Moderate walking
 Daily except on Tuesday when Locanda Comacina is
closed. On request for groups the restaurant stays open
also on Tuesday

Milan Tour

FULL DAY GARDA LAKE TOUR
Lake Garda is the largest lake in Italy and a major tourist
destination.
Thanks to its temperate climate, Garda's shores are green
and fragrant with flowery gardens, groves of olives and
lemons, forests of pines and cypress.
Sirmione is one of the most popular holiday resorts on the
shores of Lake Garda. The small historic town is located on
the tip of a long peninsula, has thermal springs and was a
spa destination even in Roman times. A panoramic walk
leads out around the promontory, and the end you can visit
some impressive Roman ruins.
 Duration: approx 9/10 hours including R/T transfer (city
tour approx. 2 hours)
 Private boat cruise on the lake for a group.
 Optionally lunch in a restaurant at Sirmione

Milan Tour

VISIT THE LARGEST DESIGNER OUTLET
Milan …. Italy’s Fashion Capital. Here is a shopping tour
to the most famous Italian Designers Boutiques!
Your Favorite Prestigious Designer Labels at up to 70%
Off With more than 180 stores, cafés and restaurants, you
can find your favorite labels with price reductions of up
to 70%, all year round, and further discounts at our
annual summer and winter sales. Easy to reach from
Milan and Genoa, we offer endless entertainment, from
the children’s adventure play area to restaurants and
cafes and even an annual summer music festival.
And ….you can double the bargain!! Above the great
discounts offered, foreign tourists can claim a VAT rebate
from purchases made in all stores displaying the "tax free
shopping" sign.

 Located: Seravalle. Distance from Milan 100 km / 1h30
driving
 Approx tour duration: 8 hours
 opening hours : Monday to Sunday from 10.00am to
8.00pm
 Tour can be effected every day except National
Holidays

Milan Activity

Restaurants

CHATULLE
Just a few steps from the city center, the crystal door
opens on a bright, white environment where contours
blend harmoniously. In the summer months the Chatulle
Restaurant’s dehor, one of the most beautiful gardens in
Milan, offers the opportunity to dine surrounded by
flowers and lemon trees. The menu is linked to the Italian
tradition, influenced by the typical Milanese dishes. The
meat-based mains play a leading role of Chatulle’s
cuisine, which still offers a choice of fish dishes. The wine
cellar is provided with precious labels that will satisfy
every needs. In addition to the delicious dishes and the
valued wines, the strenght of the venue is definitely the
entertainment with live music that will turn the night into
a unique experience for our guests.
 Location: Corso Sempione area
 Maximum seating capacity: 140 people
 Access: sedan, minivan; bus drop-off point 5 minutewalk
 Dress code: smart casual
 Open from Tuesday to Saturday (Monday & Sunday
closed)

Milan Restaurant

SPOON RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
A local warm, intimate and refined that lends itself to be
an ideal place to sip cocktails thanks to skillful
preparation, the result of great experience, or enjoy highlevel culinary specialties studied with creative spirit and
great attention.
Spoon it houses a cozy lounge bar that winds from the
input counter to a large room, which leads to the large
restaurant that can satisfy even the finest of palates.
As the personalities of the five members, the place is a
mix of styles: attention to every single detail, every
Milano Spoon ambient expresses a strong character but
at the same time refined.
The venue holds within its historical Spanish walls also a
wonderful garden animated by aperitifs and unforgettable
events ever new.
 Location: Porta Romana
 Maximum seating capacity: 50 people inside rooms;
during summer time - plus up to 50 people in the
external garden
 Access: sedan and minivan; bus drop-off point 2
minute-walk
 Dress code: smart casual
 Always open

Milan Restaurant

AL MERCANTE
Al Mercante located in a few steps from Piazza del
Duomo, in the heart of the historic center of Milan. An
elegant, friendly and very welcoming environment which,
in addition to the inside, has an outdoor area, to be
exploited in particular during the summer season.
The menu of the restaurant offers both meat and fish
dishes, all prepared according to the recipes of the
Mediterranean culinary tradition.
 Location: nearby Duomo square
 Maximum seating capacity: 75 people in same rooms
plus 10 people in a small room
 Access: sedan and minivan, bus drop off point 5
minutes walk
 Dress code: business elegant
 Always open

Milan Restaurant

EL BRELLIN
A beautiful restaurant-bistro in the heart of a historical
area in Milan, whose cuisine is filled with Milan’s
specialties and creative interpretations of traditional
Lombardian recipes.
El Brellin overlooks the Naviglio Grande and the
picturesque “Vicolo dei lavandai” (Launderer Alley). This
building dates back in ‘700: here the laundresses came to
buy water and soap. Four halls, two per floor, a cozy
atmosphere granted by fireplaces and the peculiar
wooden roof.
 Location: Navigli area
 Maximum seating capacity: 195 people in 5 rooms;
summer time - plus 45 people in the external garden
 Access: sedan, minivan and bus drop-off point 6
minute-walk
 Dress code: business casual
 Always open

Milan Restaurant

OFFICINA 12
Officina 12 is one of the few nightspots to have two
gardens, mainly used in the summertime, open for drinks
and as a restaurant. The courtyard garden hosts up to 60
people, for both dining and drinks. Past meets present in
the covered patio, along the naviglio at the entrance of
the restaurant, where once on cobbled pavement horses
rested after having towed the pontoons carrying goods
along the Alzaia Naviglio Grande.
A rich selection of traditional and regional dishes for a
classic dinner to which are added up to date main
courses.
 Location: Navigli area
 Maximum seating capacity: 110 people in two floors
 Access: sedan, minivan and bus drop-off point 6
minute-walk
 Dress code: business casual
 Closed on Monday for lunch

Milan Restaurant

MAIO
A special corner for gourmets, where passion for cuisine
and palate pleasure reach their maximum expression. A
new reference point in the most glamorous part of
Milan, very close to Duomo Square. Located on 7th floor
of Rinascente Department store.
This restaurant for 30 years it has been offering hosting
and local quality catering services. One of its
characteristics is to combine tradition and new tendencies
of the Italian cuisine, by offering sophisticated menus.
 Location: Duomo
 Maximum seating capacity: 80 people
 Small groups at lunch on Saturday’s and Sunday’s max
12:00pm until 1:30pm
 Dress code: smart casual
 Access: sedan, minivan ; bus drop-off point 5 minutewalk
 Always open

Milan Restaurant

PAVAROTTI RESTAURANT-MUSEUM
The "Pavarotti Milano Restaurant Museum" is a tribute to
a great man, an immense artist , a true Italian in
gastronomic habits. To honor one of the greatest Italian
artists ever, known worldwide for its passion towards
Emilian cuisine, in the Museum Restaurant is visually
crosses the path of life and the artistic development of
the Master Luciano Pavarotti. In the center of the history
of Milan, the capital of the Opera in the world. Carefully
select our products in order to offer the purest and most
authentic experience of the Emilian cuisine.
 Location: Duomo, 4th Floor of Vittorio Emanuele II
Gallery
 Maximum seating capacity: 200 people divided into 6
rooms
 Access: sedan, minivan; bus drop-off point 5 minutewalk
 Dress code: Smart Casual
 Always open

Milan Restaurant

Milan Departure

